__________________________________________________________________________________________
Dear <<Insert MAIN CONTACT’s Name or Company Name HERE>>,
I am thrilled to be serving you as a Fuel Direct Independent Distributor, and my job is to ensure that you
experience the highest level of quality and satisfaction while using Xp3. Because I am confident that you will
see a 5% increase in fuel efficiency during your trial of Xp3, I will issue a full refund of your purchase if a
significant performance improvement is not met.*
This document explains the Xp3 Trial Offer. Please read this document and provide your signature indicating
you understand and agree the warranty terms. Keep this original document with the sales receipt for your
records, and please make a copy to give to me. The terms for the Xp3 Trial Offer are as follows:
1. Your company needs to test and document the efficiency of 10 successive tanks WITHOUT Xp3 used
on a vehicle for regular routes or trips. This data will establish a baseline for the average current miles
per gallon (MPG) of your vehicle. Note: If your company fleet is composed of more than three vehicles,
we require a three-vehicle test of our product to provide an accurate sample.
2. After you establish a baseline, you need to test and document the efficiency of 10 successive tanks
WITH Xp3 used on the same routes and in the same vehicle as initially tested in Step 1. This must be
done immediately after your average MPG is established (see Step 1). Steps 1 and 2 must span 20
total successive tanks of fuel.
3. Calculate the difference in fuel efficiency between Steps 1 and 2. If the increase is less than 5%, please
contact me within 7 business days of your last tank fill. The purchase price of your Xp3 trial will be
refunded within 7 business days of all necessary documentation.**
Please use the following form below to document your tank fills for each vehicle. Copies of fuel receipts or
logs are required to accompany this form. A copy of your sales receipt must also be included.
1. DETERMINE MPG - WITHOUT Using Xp3: REMEMBER to write down the mileage PRIOR to the first tank fill
on Line 1 under the column “Odometer Before Fill.”***
Vehicle ID Number:
Fill
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Date of Fill

Odometer Before Fill

Odometer After Fill

Gallons
on this Fill

***

Average MPG WITHOUT Xp3 =

MPG

2. DETERMINE MPG - WITH Using Xp3: REMEMBER to write down the mileage PRIOR to the first tank fill
with Xp3 added on Line 1 under the column “Odometer Before Fill.”****
Vehicle ID Number:
Fill
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Date of Fill

Odometer Before Fill
and Xp3

Odometer After Fill

Gallons
on this Fill

MPG

****

Average MPG WITH XP3 =
While I believe your company will see an increased fuel efficiency of at least 5% by using Xp3, this trial process
will provide you with confidence in your investment. In the event of a refund, I will return the purchase price
of Xp3 to you.**
Please feel free to contact me with any questions regarding this Xp3 Trial Offer, FuelDirect, or Xp3 product.
You are well on your way to receiving extraordinary benefits offered . Thank you for the opportunity to serve
you. I look forward celebrating your results!
Please sign and return a copy of this contract and keep the original with the sales receipt.
<<INSERT YOUR NAME>>, Fuel Direct Independent Distributor:
Signed Name _______________________________________________________ Date ___________
<<INSERT Main Contact Name and Position HERE>>:
Signed Name _______________________________________________________ Date ___________

*Note: This guarantee refers only to a 5% increase in vehicle MPG and does not account for the cost of Xp3.
**Note: Minus shipping and sales tax where applicable. Refund will be provided according to the original
purchase method.

